Modelling Analyst

Area: Data & Analytics
Location: Estonia, Tartu
Type: Temporary, full-time

**What you'll be doing**
- Support decision making in credit risk management through developing high quality predictive and descriptive models
- Continuously monitor existing models’ performance
- Work with data warehouse to gather accurate and up-to-date information
- Generate and test new variables to enhance existing models

**How you’ll spend your day**
- You will be working with your own projects related to data modelling - building and validating new credit score models
- To do it, You will be working with data warehouse to gather your data
- You will analyze data - discover trends, correlations, and patterns to solve real problems
- You will also find and create new variables
- You will continuously improve your statistical skills and technical capabilities

**Things you’re already doing:**
- You have experience working with large datasets
- You have knowledge of modelling techniques and tools
- You know how to interpret and present your results for diverse audiences
- You can work with several projects in parallel
- You are ambitious with internal drive for excellence and constantly improving yourself

**Things we’re working on**
First we transformed from old school offices-based banking to purely digital banking. Next we dove into the digital journeys of our customers and figured out what they need for excellent experience. Now, we are building a new banking platform made up of microservices, renewing our entire technology stack.

**Tech/Tools you’ll be working with**
R, SQL, Angoss, JIRA, Confluence

**You’ll be rewarded like this**
- Competitive salary (reviewed yearly based on your performance)
- Good conditions for professional and personal development
- Challenging projects to work on
- 2 paid important personal days
- 3 paid ‘stay at home and get well days
- Monthly sports benefit + free participation at 2 national sport events
- Good people to collaborate with - check out @lifeatbigbank and #bigbankwow at Instagram

**Additional info**
Signe Virolainen, signe.virolainen@bigbank.ee
WOW Support Specialist, +372 757 7572

**For applying**
Send your CV to jobs@bigbank.eu by 19th September